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Smallish Hawks took an untimely nap

Draft is overblown as spectator sport
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Scott enables Australia’s golfing spiritual cleansing

Schultz’s observations
More More from Jeff Schultz »

BY JEFF SCHULTZ - THE ATLANTA JOURNAL-CONSTITUTION

When the cameras were on and media members stood two-deep around his locker, Josh Smith said what he

was expected to say. He stunk, his team stunk and he hadn’t hadn’t even had time to think yet about whether

his Hawks’ career was over or impending free agency because the season had just ended.

When the cameras were turned off and almost everybody, Josh Smith said what he really thought. Of course

he knew this was probably it.

“As I walked off the court, everything just sort of hit me,” the Hawks’ forward said late Friday night. “Just the

uncertainty of what the future holds. Just thinking about all of the relationships I’ve had here and the people

who’ve crossed my path since I’ve been here. I just … I just don’t know.”

Does he want to come back?

“The only thing I know is I want to be able to experience free agency. I want to explore my options and see

what’s out there. I don’t have any certain idea what’s going to happen.”

He didn’t sound like a guy eager to return. The fact most in attendance Friday night didn’t sound eager for him

to be back — screaming the usual “Nooooooooos!” when he pulled up for jumpers and booed when he missed

— speaks volumes about the situation.

The Hawks’ season ended Friday night. They lost 81-73 to the Indiana Pacers, losing the best-of-seven playoff

series in six games.

There is no shortage of reasons why they’re done. Sharing dishonors at the top of the list: a one-basket/nine-

point second quarter, a 15-minute stretch of the second and third quarter without a field goal going through

the basket (the only hoop coming on a goaltending call) and the Hawks collectively shooting 33.3 percent.
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The Hawks should have played like a desperate team. Instead, they just played like a defeated team. They were

being blown out and booed in Philips Arena – which was only two-thirds filled, even if the Pinocchios in

marketing and ownership called it a sellout – until coming to life in the last six minutes. (Too late.)

But the worst of the worse was Smith, and he knew it. If this was Smith’s final game as a Hawk – and that’s the

guess here – it was as ugly of an ending as Chipper Jones’ final game with the Braves.

The difference: Jones didn’t get booed and slid into retirement as a franchise icon. Smith slides into free

agency still a polarizing figure after nine seasons in Atlanta.

He shot five for 16 on a 14-point night, four-turnover night. He took the Hawks’ first shot of the night (a missed

22-footer). He missed seven of his first eight attempts. He threw away two passes in the first two and a half

minutes of the second quarter.

With only 43 seconds left and Indiana leading 78-73, Smith fired up a three-point attempt (“Nooooo!”) that was

partially blocked by David West.

Game over.

Smith and his defense against Paul George was the biggest reason the Hawks won two games in this series. He

scored 29 points in Game 4. But he scored only 14 points in each of the next two games and shot a combined

10 for 32.

How much Smith’s shooting was because of poor decision making — the fans’ vote — and how much could be

attributed to health reasons is uncertain. Smith conceded that the sprained ankle he suffered late in Game 2

bothered him the remainder of the series and hindered his ability to drive to the basket.

But that doesn’t explain everything. “My shot just wasn’t going,” he said.

Hawks coach Larry Drew, who has his own future to worry about, defended Smith.

“As a team, we didn’t do a good job with our shot selection. We settled. It wasn’t just Josh Smith,” he said.

“Josh Smith, we need to remember, while a lot of people talk about his shot selection, he brings a lot of other

things to the table. His effort against an All-Star, Paul George, was absolutely phenomenal. Josh is a versatile

guy. He brings a lot to the table.”

The backdrop suggests he’ll be bringing all aspects of his game, both positive and negative, to another team’s

table next season. Smith is worn down being the lightning rod in Atlanta whenever something goes wrong

with this team. He has been for a while.

Forget Smith previous comments about viewing himself as a max money player. If another team offers

http://www.ajc.com/weblogs/jeff-schultz/2013/jan/25/josh-smith-i-feel-im-max-player/
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JohnKimble Report

Smoove is a talented guy, but LD's quote bugs me.

“Josh Smith, we need to remember, while a lot of people talk about his shot selection, he brings a lot of other

things to the table. "

Smoove does everything well but shoot long fg's, ATL fans know Smoove can pass and create shots for his

teammates. They know he can create offense down low. They know he can cut to the basket and finish strong at

the rim. They know his defense can be exceptional be it near the goal or on the perimeter. He plays aggressively

and can be emotional to a fault.

Both fans and LD know that Smoove's game is not the long range jumper, so why let it continue. LD seems

content with taking the good and the bad. A good coach would know that he needs to create more situations for

Smoove to score on the interior. With a team full of shooters, Smoove doesn't need to be taking those shots.

There is a reason why Smoove took so many wide open 3's throughout the regular season. No one respects his

long-range shot.

Frustrating season for sure. Looking forward to the Ferry building a solid team around Horford and bringing in a

coach who demands a little bit more from his players. 

Good luck Smoove, you were still the most exciting Hawk to play ball in the last 8 years.

Looking forward to a very interesting off-season for the Hawks!

1:12 a.m. May. 4, 2013

anything close to what the Hawks offer, Smith almost certainly will be gone.

Asked what he would say to fans to if this was his final game, Smith said, “If this was it, I’ll say something when

it happens.”

I’m expecting that to happen. And it’s safe to say this wasn’t the way he wanted to go out.

If you would like to post a comment please Sign in or Register
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paddyisback Report

Finally this NBA thing is over for awhile. The Atlanta Spirit Group is not taking this team anywhere but farther

down to the bottom. Good players leave the Hawks and no worthwhile FA's will come to visit. The hard core

Hawk fan left years ago when the ASG lied to the fan base every time they grabed the microphone. They are not

coming back. Their disposible income has already found a new home at other venues.

7:28 a.m. May. 4, 2013

paddyisback Report

John Kimble......I admire your support of Smith and the Hawks. The franchise could use more like you. If you think

the off season will be interesting, you may feel that your emotion is more of frustration at the end of the summer.

I just don't see any building blocks that point to anything different. Whistling when I pass the grave yard at

midnight never worked for me.

7:41 a.m. May. 4, 2013

Spjackets Report

Off season wish list: not Dwight Howard

9:18 a.m. May. 4, 2013

JayDawgBham Report

The Hawks will have to rebuild through the draft and hope to get a good couple of mid-level free agents who are

capable of raising their game to another level. Hope they do not take a run at Dwight Howard. If Smoove stayed

and we added Dwight Howard I am not sure I could take it.......

9:59 a.m. May. 4, 2013

ChrisRMurphy Report

Good comments, all. 

They've been a competitive team, just not a team with an identity- a team where you know what they are going to

do, night in, night out. If a team mirrors it's city, this team mirrors I-285: you never know what's going to happen

on that road.

11:54 a.m. May. 4, 2013
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tmc Report

My comments are not intended to pile on Josh Smith. But, if this franchise wants to grow, contend and increase

it's fan base they must stay away from players like Josh Smith. This Hawks franchise has a well earned reputation

since it arrived from St. Louis: decent team with good athlete's, but not committed from the ownership, through

the fans and down to the players. It's stuck in mediocrity and the unless things change with the type of attitude

that permeates throughout the organization, nothing is going to change. 

Danny Ferry could be the catalyst of change, but that is yet to be seen.

Back to Josh. When he joined the team, Josh had a lot of potential. Throw in several coaching changes, huge

player turnover and everyone known to man calling your best young player a nickname which encourages an

attitude of elitism and no accountability... and Josh Smith is what you get.

I hope Josh figures it out or he will just be another player who had a lot of talent, but wasted it trying to be the

"baddest" dude on the court. I hope this franchise figures it out or it's entire history will repeat itself. And until

the later happens, a lot of people like myself will not be coming back to care about or support this organization.

12:48 p.m. May. 4, 2013

Dawgilama Report

Josh Smith has one of the lowest basketball IQ's in the league. Hopefully the Hawks will find players that play

hard and earn their money. Smith isn't a player to build a franchise around.

12:51 p.m. May. 4, 2013

Kensdobs Report

Most Hawk fans felt this yrs team would collapse without, & Marin & all of the new additions, but they were

wrong. Many also thought it would collapse with the season ending loss of LWilliams & Pachulia, but they were

wrong. Ferry has the money & the ability to put together a solid winning roster. 

He should start by resigning Teague, Scott, Johnson, Korver, Zaza & maybe Petro, yes Petro. He proved to be

very effective, especially on the boards, when given adequate mins. Then sign a FA center that's capable of

being either an OFF or DEF force, if not both. Then draft a SF & SG with our 2 1st rd picks. 

A starting lineup of 

SF rookie

PF AHorford

C DHoward or AJefferson

PG JTeague

SG JJenkins or rookie, would be solid. A bench of

C ZPachulia & JPetro

SF KKorver, ATolliver

PF IJohnson, MScott
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SG LWilliams, Rookie or JJenkins

PG Mack (LWilliams)

Horford at PF would give us more efficient & consistent rebounding & scoring & OFF versatility.

2:10 p.m. May. 4, 2013

iseestupidpeople Report

Sounds to me like we will have one more chance to watch Smooth throw something up and miss. His statement

that he will wait to make a comment about leaving, reminds me of JJ's comments after yet another high paid

pitiful playoff performance. I will give Josh credit for not saying anything now, that's smart, but when he does it

will be a blame the city type thing and it will yet again show that he never really understood that taking the 3

point shot was never something he should have been doing. That one thing is what kept him from greatness

here in ATLANTA and it will e what stops him anywhere. Now on the flip side if he has a coach that brings him

into the office and explains the circumstances of his needlessly wild prayers he will be forced to actually play

within his talent, and he will be what he never was in Atlanta. Is there a coach out there that will tell Josh not to

shoot the 3 ball and bench him the first time he does it ?

2:10 p.m. May. 4, 2013

iseestupidpeople Report

Dwight Howard is not the answer ! He is just as spoiled as Josh and Joe were, it will take to much money, that

could go elsewhere and he will bring down team effort when he goes into pout mode, just as he did in Charlotte

and LA.

2:15 p.m. May. 4, 2013

AtyAbh Report

Kimble's comments strike a balanced tone. It is easy to tag Josh as the scapegoat. Overall he is a good kid with

inconsistent basketball judgment. I believe he resented us non-professionals attempting to limit his game, not

realizing that his skillset limits his game. Not to suggest that he should never shoot a 3, but he could have been

a 20 and 10 player under the basket. We may not play at the professional level, but more Atlanta fans than are

given credit "know" the game. And by the way, the crowd was amazing last night considering the low intensity

level of the Hawks...imagine if we had a solid team! I was encouraged regarding ATL basketball future. So as one

who would scream "No" when Josh was considering a 3-pointer (and yes I was there last night), I want the best

for Josh. It has to be embarrassing as a pro to hear the "Noooooooo" when you catch the ball out on the

perimeter or attempt to bring the ball up court. Because of these reactions, I believe an environment change will

be good for Josh and for the Hawks. I wish Josh well!

3:37 p.m. May. 4, 2013
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billybobbin Report

again....yikes! 

When a maximum contract player (or any player who is making millions a year) cannot make a free throw there is

something horribly terribly wrong. Hence, there is something horribly ,terribly wrong with Josh Smith's game.

That's it. If he cared, he would have fixed it. HE DOES NOT CARE. Therefore, lef him find his way to some

desperate team who thinks they need him. Then, and only then, will he realize what he had in Atlanta and how he

let everyone down year after year. 

These people who want Dwight Howard are insane. Something wrong there too with attitude and loyalty. 

Finaloy josh smith was NOT the most exciting Hawk player over the lat 8 years. I would take lou williams in a

heartbeat, and no one could dispute that JAMAL CRAWFORD is the most creative player in all of basketball.

C'mon! It ain't Josh Smith. 

Out. 

12:00 a.m. May. 5, 2013

BlueRidgeDawg Report

Sad when the paper goes full pay per view. It will really cut the reading of Bradley and Shultz articles. Most likely

have an effect on readership and advertising. Hate to see it happen but there are other sources. Maybe not the

same Atlanta flavor but free to read.

2:40 a.m. May. 5, 2013
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